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Message from the Chair:
Happy New Year, and may it be a productive one for all of us! The recent skip 
arranged by the Committee resulted in the removal of a lot of rubbish and otential
rat habitat. It is, however, expensive and can only be done every few years, and 
only if we ALL contribute volunteer labour to keep the allotments going. So... I am
arranging a work party for 16th February to put up a fence, starting at 10am. If
you have a chain-linked fence stretcher or a post pounder please let me know at  
info@romseyallotments.org.uk or via Facebook.

 Carole

F  ruit trees  
Selecting for planting: Only fruit or nut trees are permitted on our plots, and 
dwarf, or semi dwarf rootstock is productive enough for most plotholders and 
won't get too big for your neighbours. If you have plans for anything else 
(including espalier and cordoned fruit trees) please contact 
info@romseyallotments.org.uk to discuss.
Pruning: As we all know, fruit trees need annual care if they are to remain 
productive and not become troublesome to neighbouring plots.
Tackle stone-fruit (such as plums and cherries) in May to Sept. All others are after 
leaf fall, before any new buds begin to develop.
First remove dead, crossing, and diseased branches (gardening lore says that a 
pigeon should be able to fly through). Remove any weeds and brambles from 
base, and pull suckers off as soon as you see them (don’t cultivate where the 
suckers are).
RHS has good guidance: do an online search for “RHS pruning” adding the fruit 
name at the end.
Stakes and tree ties: Inspect tree ties in spring and autumn and adjust ties to 
prevent constriction of the stem. After two growing seasons the tree should make 
sufficient root growth to anchor the tree and the stake and tree tie can be 
removed.  

Bonfires   - i  f we get complaints WE WILL BE CLOSED DOWN instantly.  
Aim for NO SMOKE so if you have to burn

• All matter should be dry (no green vegetation)
• Do NOT burn plastic
• Only have a fire when the wind is blowing towards the south end of the 

allotments or the Rapids
• Do NOT leave the fire unattended 
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W  ater collection  
Around our plots are some innovative approaches to collecting rainwater. 
Whichever method you choose, remember health and safety for all visitors.

• Storage should be covered to prevent visitors (including insects) from 
drowning

• Any storage without a lid must have an escape route for mammals and 
insects, such as a plank of wood going from the base to the edge

If you are getting ready for the dry spell by topping up barrels from the pumps, 
remember:

• Prime pump first by putting water in through the top of the pump
• Pumping action must be gentle and a full swing

Gates
If you are the last out please make sure that both gates are shut, to deter 
flytippers & vandals.

New Structures 
If you have plans for a new shed, greenhouse etc please contact 
info@romseyallotments.org.uk to discuss. The structure must not obstruct path 
routes, and must not cast shade on a neighbour's plot.

Monthly reviews
The Committee restarts their monthly review of our plots in April, so now is a good
time to get your plot looking cared for. Things they will be looking for include:

• At least 50% of your plot is cultivated
• Paths between plots - keep clear and walkable. Remove trip hazards
• No rubbish: your plot is not a substitute for the dump
• Control of weeds, such as couch grass, bindweed, mares tail
• Plot number is clearly visible

The procedure for plots inspection is on our website: - select “RAHA” then 
“Procedures” then “Plots Inspection” or click on this link:
http://www.romseyallotments.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/2018/09/Procedure-Plots-Inspection.pdf
Your allocated Committee member is there for you. If you’d like to know who your 
allocated Committee member is let  info@romseyallotments.org.uk know.

Discount on Dobies orders 
Members of our association get a 45% discount on seed orders by quoting our 
code when ordering either online or using the order form in the catalogue. If you 
don’t have the code, email info@romseyallotments.org.uk or a committee 
member.

Car parking
If you park by the entry gate please pull in close to the edge to let other cars pass
yours.

Potholes
When you fill potholes then stones from your plot are fine, but please do not use 
anything larger or sharp as this could cause damage to tyres.

Next committee meeting
The next committee is Monday 18th March so please email 
info@romseyallotments.org.uk if there is anything you'd like to be raised.
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